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K. M. Petyt's The study of dialect and J. K. Chambersand Peter Trudgill's
Dialectology, here conjoined for assessment and discussion, have been somewhat differently designed; but these differences are, on balance, so few and so
small in comparison with the numerous coincidences in the educationalbackgrounds of the authors, also in underlyingassumptions, techniques of analysis
and typographicstyling of the resultsachieved, selection of the materialreserved
for dissection (and, by the same token, omission of other slices of available
material), anticipationof readers' needs, and ultimate intentions either overtly
stated or ratherclearly implied that it is fairly easy to comparethese books, yet
almost impossible to contrastthem in an effective, stimulatingmanner.They are
mutually complementaryand, conceived as they obviously have been to some
extent for classroom use, especially in the United Kingdom, they are indeed
thoroughlycompatible, and attunedto the same orthodoxy, so that mixed assignments from them would hardly confuse your average undergraduate.True, the
brighteststudents, who are always and everywherecurious about alternativesto
establishmentarianpolicies, would look in vain here for any arrestingcontradictions and thus might tend to drawthe hasty and perhapsunfairconclusion thatthe
subject (or discipline) involved may or even must be dull, since a consensus on
all essentials apparentlyhas already been reached - very quickly at that - a
situation leaving little decision making to the next generation.
Both books have, on the whole, been edited carefully, if one disregardsthe
matterof correctlyspelling foreign names and titles; the Petytbook, printedmore
elegantly, also boasts a more elaborate apparatusof appendages:The formal
Bibliography(2I5-22) is followed by a listing of phonetic symbols (223-26),
and the Index of Names (229-31) precedes a by no means meager Index of
Topics (232-36); only a guide to sigla is missing. The Chambers-Trudgill
venture leans toward economy visible, to begin with, in the chosen printing
technique, so its supplementsare limited to a Bibliographyof aboutequal length
as Petyt's (209-I4),
in preparationfor which names of scholars, those of languages (with an extrafineregional subdivisionof English), and topical or technical terms (e.g., dialect geography alongside narrow-gaugeddialectometry)have
been interfiled. Both patternsare, I suppose, defensible; what the criticalreader
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will not find in either arrangement,however, are the recurrentcrucialkey words
which have determined the content of the discussion, channeled its course,
conditioned its tone and overtones, and in a way account for the slant of both
book ventures, not to say for their very raisond'etre. For a trulycriticalappraisal
of the books and, beyond, perhapsalso of the intellectualvogue that has perceptibly supportedthem, it thus behooves demandingreadersto preparetheir own,
private index of the three authors' favorite slogans. How, for example, do they
(the authors) respond to the phrase "mainstreamlinguistics," which becomes
something of an overused watchword, borderingon a war cry, in Petyt's otherwise more expository than exhortatoryprose?' What conclusions do they draw
from the - indisputably,fortuitous- fact that the word "dialect" is being used,
at least by social scientists and by such coteries of linguists as have been influenced by them, as a sort of common denominator, in reference to "social
dialects" (whose study they tend to view as a promising, indeed fascinating
field) and to "regional dialects" (a researchareaemergingfrom their surveyas,
fundamentally,exhaustedand barren)?Whatis theirgeneralview of the dichotomy "traditional" (which Petyt, in particular,favors over "conventional") versus "'avant-garde?"On what serious criteriado they base the validity of their
scale(s) of values in, again and again, placing phonology above the gamut of
lexicological disciplines (including the etymological bugaboo)? Is this done by
way of revolt against the reverse hierarchy which has long prevailed among
laymen, against the spirit of antiquarianism,or in tribute to recent advances,
supportedby laboratorywork, or by way of closer approximationto truly scientific and, as a result, currentlymore prestigious fields of knowledge?
I feel compelled to raise some of these highly controversialissues, whose
examinationis apt to gain me few friends, because of my growing conviction shared by, at least, a few other observers - that the exact position of "mainstream linguistics," which changes every twenty years or so, is significantly,
even crucially, determinedby a constellationof factors in partnonscientificand,
even where most of them demonstrablyare scientific, in significant proportion
nonlinguistic. Adverse economic factors, includingestimatesof low circulation,
make styles of researchgeared to extrahighprintingcosts (such as the old-style
linguistic atlases with their excessively sophisticatedtranscriptionand their prohibitively expensive pictorial "frames," recourseto polychromyincluded)virtually unthinkableunder present budgetaryconditions; but is this generally acknowledged defeat an intellectual debacle or a surrenderto the hardrealities of
life? Then again, the near-collapse,the world over, of what not so long ago used
to rankas the classical, humanisticeducationat secondarylevel has made shambles of the high school and college students'previouslyleisurelytrainingin Latin
and Greek and thus drastically reduced the ranks of those who qualify for
eventual specialization in Indo-Europeancomparatism. (As if to make things
worse, new discoveries by archeologists in the Anatolian and the Tocharian
fields have overextended the congeries of facts an apprenticeof Indo-European
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can ideally be expected to master.) But granted the severe and demoralizing
setback thus experienced by Indo-Europeanstudies the world over, is their
threateningdecline a matter of steadily growing impracticalityor one of an
intellectualimpasse, of purely academic doldrums?For the sake of decorum, I
leave out adversepolitical pressures(or, conversely, rash infatuationwith political ideals) as a third source of interferenceswith what I take to representthe
undisturbedtrajectoryof progress in linguistic insights.
By raising in advance some of these avowedly very broadquestions of whose
omnipresencethe three authors- all three proselytizersof their brandof dialectology - seem to have remainedblissfully unaware,unless they have deliberately
sidesteppedit, I may have been a shade unfairtowardthem, since they deserve a
hearingon the strength, first and foremost, of what they have actually aimed to
accomplish. I shall claim the privilege of revertingto these initial questions, but
prefer to delay their further discussion until after we have cast an objective,
constructive look at what the two books under scrutiny positively offer.
Petyt's book, writtenthroughoutwith amenity and even with touches of verve
and candor,2 has not been designed as a downright textbook, with obnoxious
exercises, with a constantrise of demandson the reader'ssophistication,and the
like; instead, it is a semitechnicalpiece addressingthe culturedlayman, but one
which also qualifies for use in classroom context, perhaps as a companion
volume ratherthan a basic text, provided a British institutionis involved. The
writer is realistic enough not to anticipateany measurablereaders'or teachers'
response outside the United Kingdom, and has from the start adjustedhimself
entirely to this reasonableexpectation. The one - entirely commendable- pedagogical feature that I have detected is the parsimoniousnessof terse crossreferences;instead, the authorprefers to recapitulate.Fromthe jacket one learns
about his very close connection, for almost fifteen years, with the University of
Reading, one of his country's most dynamic centers of linguistic research. He
grew up in Yorkshire, received his advanced education at Cambridge,had the
good fortuneof seeing his dissertation- a compromisebetween a literaryand a
linguistic inquiry(EmilyBronte and the Haworthdialect) - publishedas a book,
taughtbriefly at Cardiff, and had a single overseas experiencethroughhis temporaryassociation with the Classics Departmentat Ghana. I would furthertend to
credit him, on circumstantialevidence, with a ratherfull understandingof modern Germanculture. The Neo-Latin world, alas, is terra incognita for him, to the
extent that he is ignorantof the possibly earliest majorelaboratebook on a city
dialect, pamely the Colombian Rufino Jose Cuervo's Apuntacionescriticas sobre el lenguaje bogotano, a recognized classic in the field;3 nor do I find any
hints of fairly recent work carried out on the Buenos Aires and Bahia Blanca
speech, with attention to its social stratification.4Then again, although one
encountersthese days numerous references to the speech idiosyncrasiesof virtually every borough of Moscow, conditions observable in Eastern Europe's
ruraland urbancenters have simply not been caught by the author's telescope
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lens. The United States comes in for frequent mention in a few chapters, but
exclusively on the basis of Petyt's zestful readings, whereasGreatBritainreally
comes to life through his familiarity with written sources (a few of them unpublished) plus sustained direct observations. One readily credits him with a
strong dosage of mimetic skill: He not only seems to know how to commit
instantaneouslyto paper spontaneous utterancesunobtrusivelyoverheard, but
can be suspected of being himself a virtuoso dialect speaker and a humorous
performer,to the extent of having interiorizedvariousdialects, particularlyfrom
among those used in NorthernEngland. As a matterof fact, had the title of his
book included the word "British" (in tribute to his extensive references to
Scottish and to English as used in Wales), my critical verdict might well have
been an unqualified "Excellent." Since non-Britishmaterial,however, has been
used not only incidentally, and since this use, unfortunately,has been capricious
and has here and there led to serious distortions,at least in my consideredview,
my overall opinion can be compressedinto the following morecomplex formula:
"Very good, only to the extent that Britishconditionsare concerned;otherwise,
at best, uneven."
The Petyt book comprises only eight chaptersof unequallength and distinctly
unequal merit, with notes to all eight consolidated at the end (199-214), just
before the Bibliography.In termsof sheer page numbers,chapter3 ("The Study
of Regional Dialects in Britain") emerges, at first glance, as the longest
(68-ioo), but this impression is illusory. What happens is, simply, that this
chapter contains the highest number of full-page illustrationsin text (by and
large, photographicreproductionsof characteristicpages culled from older dialectological reference works). As regardsmerit, I confess, at the risk of being
subjective, that I have found the opening chapter, which deals chiefly with
conditions in the United Kingdom seen throughthe prismof certainkey words,
far and away the best ("Language, Dialect, and Accent," 11-36), while I hold
the chapterfollowing immediately thereafter("The Development of Dialectology I800-1950,"
37-57), anticlimacticallyenough, to be entirely and, in part,
inexcusably mediocre. I hasten to add, however, that this impression, which is
likely to be sharedby not a few Continentallytrainedreaders,is apt to be sharply
at variance with the feelings stirred in the minds of many bright, if inexperienced, British readers, to whose taste (including bent of curiosity and interiorized stock of earlier knowledge) the book obviously has been cut. Because
my acquaintanceat first hand with British conditions is limited, I have profited
from reading those chapters (including the seventh: "Social and UrbanDialectology II: Britain," 15 1-70) which are overtly geared almost in theirentiretyto
Insularlife. Conversely, my fairly thoroughfamiliaritywith many conditionsof
Europeanacademic "Betrieb" arouses my skepticismat every step in confrontations with Petyt's (lacunary and, I feel, heavily biased) exposition. As regards
his assurance in dealing with the United States, he has done a good deal of
conscientious and sympatheticreading(cf. chapter6: "Social and UrbanDialectology l: The United States," 132-50). But, here and there, the lack of pro32
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longed direct contact with the cityscapes at issue and with the climate of research
centers as well makes itself felt. Linguistic textbooks, monographs,andjournals
simply do not tell the full story - aside from usually moving on a somewhatmore
formal plane in the United States than do their British counterparts.
ChapterI - very readablyphrased, I repeat- is a sophisticatedcauserieabout
certain recurrentterms in dialectology, a definitional and terminological chat
which serves the primary purpose of providing a sharpercontour for the remainder of the book, so far as neophyte readers are concerned, but whose
secondary usefulness, especially for the mature reader stationed outside the
British Isles, resides in that it throws light on peculiarlocal languageconditions.
Particularlynoteworthyin this context is the discussion of "accent" and related
terms. Whereas in the United States the trend has been towarduse of "accent"
either in reference to foreigners, those foreign-born, and immigrants(including
immigrants'children if brought up in relative seclusion), or - among professionals - in discussing prosodic features ("suprasegmental phonemes") and
their orthographicprojection ("accentology"), on the British scene practically
all native speakersare doomed to carryingwith them some sort of accent. Petyt
brushes off the culturally derogatory connotations of "dialect" as "low-class
speech" and wisely declares StandardEnglish a dialect too (I i), but shows no
awareness of the irreconcilablecontrast between (a) the dichotomy "dialect"
versus "language" in a country like Italy, where a self-respecting university
professor will unhesitatingly use flawless Tuscan in classroom, but his native
dialect, not immediately understandableto outsiders, within his family circle,
and (b) the same dichotomy in France, where nothing of that sort is remotely
conceivable;the local counterpartof the Neapolitanor Sicilianjust portrayedwill
use, in tribute to his status, the best ParisianFrench he can produce or, facetiously, argot, but never a regional dialect under any normal set of circumstances, except as a curious specimen of local folklore. Fromhere the pathleads,
let me add on my own, to the use of dialect speech among intellectuals as a
political pose (an increasingly importantevolutionaryline which the authorhas
completely lost sight of). Many otherwise liberalSpanishintellectuals,including
R. Menendez Pidal on his memorablevisit to South America, were scandalized
to witness in Buenos Aires Argentine intellectualsuse, among close friendsor in
engaging in conversation with members of their families, the local style of
address (voseo), in lieu of Castilian tuteo ('thou,' etc.), socially differentiated
from usted ('you' [sg.]). This has clearly been an instance of militantcultural
self-assertion, to the point of affectation - exactly like Jorge Luis Borges's
carefully cultivated "accent," deliberately reminiscentof that of the capital's
humblestbarrios and secondarilyacquired.Santiagode Chile has its own pattern
of voseo, and so has its hinterlandas far east as the Andes and beyond;but these
idiosyncrasies of usage have not, it seems, been adoptedostentatiouslyand in
defiance against an established order. Situations of this sort are, generally,
overlookedby the author,obviously throughabsenceof parallelsin his own local
environment.
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Petyt goes on to set off (frequently adjacent) "forms" of a language and,
fartherdown the scale of numbers of speakers, "group preferences" where a
non-Britishobservermight favor insteadsome such tag as "subdialect" (X2);he
examines, in a critical if humorous vein, the oft-invoked criterionof mutual
intelligibility - which he rejects in the end - in drawinga dividing line between
"language" and "dialect," and rightly points out instancesof irreversibleintelligibility (here he could have added the two classic cases, based on phonetic
realitiesratherthanon a social hierarchy,of Danes who easily graspmessages in
Swedish and of the Portuguese who readily understandCastilian, but not the
other way around). In the ensuing discussion of a "dialect continuum"extending from NorthernFrance to SouthernItaly (14), one recognizes a - regrettably
unacknowledged- hint of Hugo Schuchardt'sUberdie Lautgesetze . . . (1885),
a polemic pamphletwhich markedthe startof overt resistanceto Neogrammarianism; a footnote here could have opportunelyalertedthe readerto the role that
classical dialectology has played in bringingthe vogue of that unrealistictheory
to a standstill. As an alternativeto the leaky intelligibility criterion, Petyt next
plays with a situation in which two or more "groups" recognize a single common writtenlanguageas being genetically close. One wishes he had also referred
here to a common language of religious worship as an occasional bracketing
device, a possibility worth ventilating in reference to ChurchLatin and to Old
Church Slavic, less so to Arabic. The chapter under discussion then sets off
Chinese, where spoken standard and written standarddo not coincide (15);
examines in a sympatheticmood the role of political allegiances, while continuing to ignore the parallel cases of political aversion (16); briefly alludes to
Catalan, without making it entirely clear to uninitiatedreaders that Catalonia
once possessed, then almost lost, and finally has now recoveredits autonomy,as
a result of the unbendingpower of a privileged city dialect, namely Barcelona's;
and brilliantlydemonstratesthat, in England, "accent," as against "dialect,"
refers solely to peculiaritiesof pronunciation(16ff). There exists such a thing as
uttering with a conspicuous accent a segment of speech entirely standardin
grammarand lexis. From here the course of the discussion wends - poles away
from U.S. conditions - to Received Pronunciation,which "is virtuallyalways
used with StandardEnglish" (I7).
Anothertopic touched upon in this chapteris differences of sounds as against
those of contrastiveunits. Petyt does not mind using the term "phoneme" here
and elsewhere, but studiously avoids resortingto "phonemic(s)," mindfulas he
possibly is of some of his compatriots'mildly pedanticinsistenceon "phonematic(s)" a generation ago; so for him, "'phonology" and, in certain contexts,
"'phonemesystem" will do. Aside from this trivial terminologicalnuance, the
discussion hardlytranscendswhat apprenticesof linguistics in the United States
were expected to absorb from Bloch and Trager's Outline of linguistic analvsis
forty years ago, that is, essentially, syntagmatic, as against paradigmatic,
phonemics - except that Petyt's cleverly picked examples from Northernversus
34
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Southerndialects of Englandadd a welcome touch of freshnessand authenticity.
Peculiarto British conditions is the fact that, in the estimate of an educatedbut
not specialized observer, even structuralcontrastsdo not necessarily suffice to
qualify a regional speech form as a dialect ratherthan an accent (19), whetherit
is the numberof phonemes that varies, or some of the permittedcombinations
(which I am tempted to call latitudes, while Petyt speaks of distributions),or
even certainrestrictionson the use of a given phoneme to particulargrammatical
segments. Driven into a corner in his search for a valid dividing line, Petyt
finally sides with the norm established (before I960) by the initiatorsof the
Linguistic survey of Scotland (see McIntosh I952), declaring mattersof mere
accent, and not of dialect, (a) strictly phonetic differences plus (b) phonological
differences regularto the point of predictability,even though "the regularities
are always more precisely statable in one direction . . . than the other" (21).
The decisive criterion is the naive "biaccentual" speaker's ability to translate
from one speech into another(1 have been promptedto coin the term "biaccentual" because "bidialectal" is inapplicableto the situationat hand). Note that,
on balance, Petyt accepts the layman's verdict ("cases which most people would
probably class as . . .") and simply provides a more technical and explicit
formulation(22). This is a far cry from the Bloomfield era on the westernside of
the Atlantic, when untrainednative speakers were allowed to talk for a modest
reward, but certainly not to philosophize about speech, including their own. In
England,opinions on language voiced by untutoredmen-in-the-streetapparently
turnout to be "intuitively correct" (23). Wherecriticismof acceptedfolk beliefs
is at all broughtforward, it tends to be very mild and free from remonstrations
(24). The remainderof the chapteris given over, first, to a routinelyconducted
tour of definitions (patois, vernacular, koine, style, variety). Apropos koine,
Petytexplains skillfully the difference between "common language" and "standard language," the latter presupposingan authorityand sometimes a program
which the formercan afford to do without (26). But the readerwill hardlygrasp
at once that, historically, koine applied not only to the aggregate of (leveled)
dialects spoken in ancient Greece, but, in the wake of Alexanderof Macedon's
sweeping conquests, was understood,after circa 300 B.C., all over the civilized
world, thus becoming, first, the forerunnerand, later, the rival of Latin. One
accepts the author's definition of style as "degree of formality" in a narrowly
dialectological context (26). But I find it baffling that Petyt, after discovering
two uses, or meanings, of the term variety, suddenly declares (27) that he will
henceforthaccept this term, in the second, "neutral" sense creditedto it ("any
form that for the purposes of the discussion is being treated as a unit") as a
substitute forform so used by him until that page! Once more, Petyt shows
weakness and eagerness to come to terms even with whims prevailing in his
immediate environment. The remainderof the chapter deals, I should think in
entirely unobjectionable fashion, with such matters as social versus regional
dialects (Petyt recognizes their intertwining);the layman's concept of "sloppi35
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ness of speech"; the dividing line to be drawn against the province of sociolinguistics; degrees of mobility and levels of education as the chief differentiating factors; the relation between regional variationand social class in the
author'sown country;the thin layer - stratigraphicallyspeaking - of speakers
using the Received Pronunciation,as against the relatively thick layer of those
abiding by Standard English; the delimitation of dialectology stricto sensu
against dialect geography. The single really subjective statementhere is Petyt's
probably superfluous attempt to subordinatethe study of regional varieties to
dialectology (29ff) by restrictingthe latter'sjurisdictionto "'permanentlinguistic
varieties within a language community," to the exclusion of "transientcharacteristics," a category under which he subsumes register, style (= formality
level), and mode (= medium employed) - a categorizationwhich leaves or
saddles us with a new definitionof stylistics. Only the last pages (30-35) acquire
a diachronic flavor. Here, Petyt at long last invokes waves of innovationand
makes varying distances, ratherthan varying degrees of smoothnessin communication, and unequal diffusion of innovations, to the practical exclusion of
divergentextents of resistance to innovations, mainly responsiblefor dialectalization. In analyzing parochialismand its opposite, the urge for communication,
Petyt next relies heavily on Saussure's Cours, as is his privilege - the opening
pages of Sapir's chapteron "drift" might have stood him in even betterstead;
the element of novelty here is the playing with the newly introducedterm "'idiolect.'" In addressinggrowing dialectal heterogeneityand the highly likely rise of
a standardlanguage, with subsequentloss of esteem in which other dialects are
held, the authortactfully circumnavigatesthe issue of Colonial English and its
present-dayoutgrowths. Petyt identifies four different reactions of speakersto
the rise of a standard:(a) intended or achieved adoption of the standard;(b)
continuedsole use of the dialect; (c) bidialectalism,with the choice of the dialect
controlled by the interlocutor;and (d) single compromise forms between standard and local dialect (34). Applying this yardstick, by way of a test, to the
speech of industrialtowns of West Yorkshireparticularlyfamiliarto him, Petyt
concludes that "most people in the area speak varieties of English approaching
StandardEnglish" (34), though their regional backgroundremainsidentifiable,
by and large, on the evidence of their accent (especially with the older generation) ratherthan of their grammaror vocabulary. Other conclusions from the
survey show the middle class ahead of the workingclass, often retentiveof local
features,and women aheadof men in theirability to adaptto overt pressure- the
opposite of what happenedin RomanizedGaul two millenniaago. The masterly
chapter- a genuine anthology piece - ends with a skillfully wordedconclusion
(36), which shows the authorthoroughly aware of what is most original in his
exposition and also of the extent of simplification that he felt compelled to
introduce.
I have offered here a painstakinglydetailed, for the most partentirely favorable, presentationof chapter I chiefly as a foil for the rathersevere strictures
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which I must now visit on chapter 2 - an epitome of the history of the chosen
subdiscipline. The first among the many surprisesthat its perusal is bound to
cause experienced readers is the arbitrarydelimitation along the axis of time
foisted on them: i8oo-1950.
During the Napoleonic era, absolutely nothing
noteworthy happenedto or in or with the study of dialects anywhere, in sharp
contrastto the importanceof the first two decades of the given centuryfor IndoEuropeancomparatismstill based on morphology (Petyt feeds his readersonly
phonological examples); for the study of Basque; for Western concern with
Chinese, Japanese, and Old Javanese;and no doubt for other branchesof scholarly inquiry into languages. After a brief chat about "comparativephilology"
(37, a clearly obsolete label that goes unchallenged)and about "sound laws" (a
long-ago abandonedtag, whose vulnerabilityremains unmentioned),the thread
leads to the statementthat a frantic search for "purity" allegedly preservedin
dialect speech began at a certainjuncture;but, with the sole exception of J. A.
Schmeller's pioneering Die Mundarten Bayerns, grammatisch dargestellt
(I821), the discussion picks up momentumonly with the mentionof L. Liebich's
trail-blazingquestionnaireof I873; of EduardSievers's sensationallyinfluential
Grundzugeder Lautphysiologie (I876); and of the activities (or, according to
others, shenanigans)of the Neogrammarians(Junggrammatiker)in and around
their citadel at Leipzig, whose beginnings also fall into the seventies of the past
century. Since an earlier form of dialect study was seriously conductedin eighteenth-centurySpain (witness Fray Martin Sarmiento) and, on an even more
ambitiousscale, in contemporarypolitically fragmentedItaly (as Adelung stated
clearly and in searchingdetail in his Mithridates), Petyt had the choice between
two schemes, either 1700 and on or I 870 and on. Instead, he opted for a grossly
misleading startingpoint.
After correcting the infelicitous title and setting straight its implications, a
critic before long discovers that there remainslittle to be done beyond observing
how, for most of the remainder of the chapter, Petyt does little more than
paraphrasecertainwell-known sections in L. Bloomfield's Language (1933) as if
- now that a half-centuryhas elapsed after the publicationof that book - our
perspectiveon classical dialect geographyhas not changedradically.The dependence on Bloomfield almost deserves to be called slavish; it extends to the
selection of illustrativemaps and to terminologicalgaucherieslong ago rejected
in the United States, such as unidiomatic "new-formation" (39) as an ill-begotten attempt to render literally Neubildung. From this point, the saga of dialect
geography unfolds, following an all too familiar groove. The authortakes his
readerson a grandtour from Jost Winteler'sDie KerenzerMundartdes Kantons
Glarus (I876) through the ever-widening projects of Georg Wenker (whose
name has been omitted or excluded from the Bibliography,in which those of his
successors, F. Wrede and W. Mitzka, mercifully, do figure; irritatinglyenough,
one finds the title of the ambitiousjoint venture, Deutscher Sprachatlas, misspelled [222]). Why the digest of the 1926-78 activities conducted in the ar37
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chives of MarburgUniversity had to be wedged in between the reporton the
early stirrings in Germany and the early gropings in France (I888-97) is nowhere fully explained. The all-importantfact of Gilli6ron's associationwith the
experimentalphonetician Abbe Rousselot and of their joint sponsorshipof the
revolutionaryRevue des patois gallo-romans is swept under the rug, and the
crucial part played by Italianscholarship(e.g.. BernardinoBiondelli's role as a
pacesetterof cartographicprojectionsof linguistic facts:Atlantelinguisticod'Europa [see Malkiel (1979)], to say nothing of G. I. Ascoli's monumentalSaggi
ladini [I873] and of G. Bottiglioni's atlas of Corsica, far superiorto the earlier
one by a Frenchteam, which Petyt pointlessly does mention)is nowhereso much
as vaguely recognizable, let alone properlyfocused upon.
After devoting less than one page to the Gillieron venture (1902-I0)
and
postponing all discussion of its implications and of researchconductedon this
basis by M. Roques and the initiator,Petyt races to the briefestpossible mention
of the Jaberg-Judproject(42), which he completely misunderstands,reachingin
the process the nadir of his own book. One cannot with impunitycharacterize
Jaberg and Jud, two of the most original, indeed unsurpassed, architects of
Romance linguistics, as "Gillieron's students," and it is brashto leave unidentified, as if hired help were involved ("using threefleldworkers," 42), scholars
of the statureof Max Leopold Wagnerand GerhardRohlfs. I find Petyt's performance here particularlyembarrassing,to avoid strongercensure, because virtually all the informationneeded was readily available to him in a book by 1.
Iordan, translatedby John Orr into ratherzestful English (1937) and only recently broughtup-to-dateby an energetic Rebecca Posner (0970) (see my 1971
review of the revision) - assuming, of course, Petyt's disinclinationto read
carefully volume one of Sever Pop's (1950) still authoritativesynthesis or to
plough throughthe file of the broad-gaugedjournal Orbis, which somehow falls
short of appearingon the reader's radarscreen when a reference to it is most
urgently needed.
The trouble consists in that Petyt shows no grasp of the actual relationship
among the three protagonists of the drama he unfolds before the eyes of his
readers.Gillidronwas a colorful outsider, who neverbotheredto earna doctorate
nor learnedhow to write stylistically polished French(and, as a result, could not
make a careerat a Frenchuniversity;he never rose above a humblelectureshipat
the Ecole pratiquedes Hautes Etudes and did not qualify for directingofficially
any dissertation).The FrenchEstablishmentwas split in its attitudetowardhim,
with A. Thomas - a superb dialectologist working in a different key - flatly
rejecting him, but G. Paris, who carefully observed the goings-on in Germany,
willing to give him a chance and to overlook certain quirks and eccentricities,
including Gilli&ron'srefusal to take into account, at the interpretativelevel, the
evidence of dialect glossaries, dear to Thomas and, later, to W. von Wartburg.
Gillieronto the end remaineda maverickand fanatic, whose small seminarswere
frequented by foreigners (including two Americans: P. B. Fay and C. H.
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Livingston, one Briton: John Orr, a handful of Scandinavians, two influential
Austrians:E. Gamillscheg and L. Spitzer, plus a half dozen enthusiasticGerman
Swiss obviously proudof theirLandsmann)and by a minorityof highly atypical
Frenchmen.The seminars, as all formerparticipantsagree, were fireworks, not
on account of E. Edmont's interviewingtechnique, but as a result of Gillieron's
extremely forceful insight into, and dynamic presentationof, the interlockingof
different word histories, graphicallycharted. Jabergand Jud, conversely, represented the creme de la cre'meof Zurich University's Romanisches Seminar,
which soared to an unprecedentedlevel of enthusiasticprecision work underthe
sustainedguidanceof a greattrainerof scholars, Louis Gauchat.As ErnstTappolet's (I895) dissertationon kinshipterms in selected Romance languages shows,
the Zurich group was independently groping with the problems of effective
cartographicprojection of data, even those garnered through close readings.
Another fine dissertationproduced in the same research center, by P. Herzog
(I9I6), concentratedon the names of the daily meals and was based on correspondence with scholars stationed in various countries, an exchange of letters
aimed at eliciting bits of usage they may have observed in their immediate
environments. Gauchat's prize pupils, first Jaberg, somewhat later Jud, and
distinctly later W. von Wartburg,P. Aebischer, and yet others, indeed rounded
off their training in historical linguistics and dialectology by auditing a few of
Gilli6ron's seminars, but upon their returnto Switzerlandthey lost no time in
starting upon most successful careers in university teaching and from then on
embodied a rejuvenatedEstablishmentat its most respectable ratherthan any
rebellion against it, until the I950s. In other words, the dream of academic
recognition which, upon his own avowal, haunts Petyt (101-02), came true in
GermanSwitzerlandat the price of the rejection, by the above-mentionedcoterie, of Gillieron's whims and their programmatic,plannedespousal of a reconciliation between th- solid rock of Romance philology and some of the new
experimentaltechniques.
But let us revertto Petyt's controversialsecond chapter,at the point where we
left off. After devoting a few lines to A. Dauzat's somehow anticlimacticRegional Linguistic Atlas of France, Hans Kurath'sLinguistic atlas of New England (1939-43) and the accompanyingHandbook (1939) come up for cursory
mention, as well as certain regional spin-offs, without furthercharacterization
(44); the not unimportantpoints of the atlas director's Austrian educational
backgroundand of his eventual returnto Austriandialectology, upon his retirement from teaching at Ann Arbor, are not specified. The survey of conditionsin
Britain is postponed, a perfectly legitimate gambit, except that Great Britain's
lag behind the United States in this particularrespect and in certain others,
remainsunmentioned,let alone explained. May it not be due to the presence in
the New World of Scandinaviansand Austro-Germanswhose culturalantecedents included a strong addiction to folklore and dialect studies?
The next major section of this chapter surveys "Methods" (44-51), where
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"Techniques" might have been a more appropriatelabel. Incomprehensibly,
these pages are gearedto a point-by-pointcomparisonof writingsby the Marburg
School with Gillieron's atlas (completed and publishedover seventy years ago!).
Of course, the old Atlas of France, at present little more than a paleontological
exhibit, could have been fruitfullyreplaced, for the sake of such a comparison,
by some venturesbased on it or germaneto it, but displayingvast improvements:
first, the classic par excellence, namely Jaberg and Jud's (1928-40) Atlas of
Italy and SouthernSwitzerland(AIS)or, by way of substitutes,Hotzenkocherle's
) Sprachatlas der deutschen Schweiz or even Manuel Alvar et al.'s
(I962small-scale venture on Andalusian, all three clearly set off from
(I96I-73)
Gillieron's antiquatedmodel by qualifying as Sprach- und Sachatlantenand thus
cateringto the crowd of intellectualsresponsiveto issues in materialcivilization.
Precisely with respect to a pilot survey, whose wisdom Petytjustifiably stressed
(46), the preliminaryexplorations in the field by Jaberg and Jud, before they
discovered the talent of Scheuermeieras an inspired fieldworker, might have
been pointed out. Petyt shows restraintin placing the direct method, by field
interview, over the indirectmethod, by mail, deeming the latter, as a matterof
fact, preferable for the elicitation of lexical, as against phonetic, data (46).
Perhaps so, but why insist on the inevitability of postal questionnairesbeing
completed by amateurs(ibid.), when the reverse solution was played with by L.
Gauchatand P. Herzog (see above)? Petyt's remarkson the interviewer'srightto
tamperwith the questionnaire,on the balance between (a) first responsesand (b)
incidental forms retrieved through listening to the informant'sunsolicited expatiation, and so forth, make good sense (47); one misses here, however, any
referenceto Antonin Duraffour's(1927) remarkabletechnique,developed in the
1920S and 1930s, which allowed him and his disciples to engage in excellent
fieldwork without an), dependence on questionnairesand formal interviewing
sessions - even though in the end, as a result of a severe personal crisis,
Duraffouraltogethergave up dialectology (see Flutre 1972). Be that as it may,
Petyt's omission of this interlude(which, admittedly, involved a tour de force
difficult to emulate) is particularlyregrettable,because one of Duraffour'sflnest
and best remembereddisciples was an Englishman, named William D. Elcock
(Ph.D. 'Toulouse), who shortlybefore WorldWarII did superbresearch,on both
slopes of the Pyrenees. Regrettably,Elcock's name remainsunmentionedin the
book. Conversely, P. Scheuermeier'sname comes up for mentionon six pages,
so it is doubly lamentablethat the figure of this remarkable,amiableman, whom
I once met at the home of a recently widowed Frau Jaberg (in 1959, to be
precise), again does not come to life. Scheuermeiercame close to being the
perfect fieldworker, the embodimentof all skills and prerequisitescombined to
carryout such an assignmentwith elan but withoutpanache. A sturdyoutdoorsman, a splendid photographer, a skilled and efficient draftsman, a sociable
person (and himself a dialect speakerof Swiss Germanin private life), he was
also an accomplishedresearcherfar beyond the Ph.D. level, but, througha quirk
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of circumstances, had been unable to engage in any steady university-teaching
career. As is well known, ScheuermeieraccompaniedJud when the latter expounded his methods and techniques at a cis-Atlantic Linguistic Institute.
After offering a "brief step-by-stepoutline" of the currentlyaccepteddialectinvestigationtechniquebased on fieldwork (49-5 1: Concomitanttape-recording
and division between mere tabulationand actualprojectiononto maps are the two
innovationsmentionedhere, while one misses any hint of a thirdexperiment:the
interviewees' tacit exposure to drawings and/or photographsinstead of to the
interviewer's potentially over-suggestive questioning: "What do you
call . . .?"), Petyt takes us to the interpretivehalf of the controversialchapter
(5 I -67). He explains well and illustratesgraphicallythe differencebetween mere
listing and the (increasingly expensive) preparationof various classes of actual
dialect maps, except thatthe availabilityof carefullycompiled Index Volumes to
atlases, such as Jaberg's magnificent I960 venture (runningto 744 two-column
encyclopedia-formatpages) might have been mentionedas one meansof narrowing, if not bridging, the gap between the extremes. I preferto divide the betterknown categoriesof dialect maps, somewhatdifferentlyfromthe author,into: (a)
those left entirely uninterpreted(with narrowtranscriptionof forms at selected
points); (b) those lightly interpreted, or semiinterpreted(with substitutionof
geometric symbols: circles, triangles, squares, etc., for the graduallyemerging
dominanttypes); and (c) those heavily interpreted(with isoglosses drawn). Missing fromPetyt's inventoryof possibilities is the use of polychromy,a costly device
resortedto in an effort to enhance the contrastbetween areas(Gillieron'sfavorite
technique in his essays), or of shading, dotting, hatching certain areas or of
underlining isolated forms found in a given area counter to expectation. For
readersfeeling more at ease with articles writtenin English (ratherthan in, say,
Italian), Figure 3, which affords a glimpse of the AIS style of "impressionistic"
notation, should, for the sake of an alternative,by all means have been accompanied by samples either of H. Kahane's (I94I) or of R. A. Hall's (1942)
workmanship.Petyt's definition of an isogloss shows sophistication(55), except
thatthereis insufficientemphasison the fact thatsuch a line is supposedto connect
points only along the outer rim of an area, not inside it. The pioneeringdialect
geographers' failure to have demonstratedthe regularityof sound changes, as
understoodby an Osthoff or a Brugmann,is correctlypointedout (56), anda brief
comment on L. Bloomfield's, the last Neogrammarian,resultingchagrin might
well have been added- a point I have elaboratedon in a paperhere not takeninto
account (Malkiel I967b). Petyt sails instead in the wake of Wrede. The section
ends with an acceptablediscussionof "belts" or "'bundles"of dialects, which are
apt to split into "fans," with two sets of incompatibilitiesemerging from the
analysis, those for sound correspondencesandthose - on a moreconcreteplateau
- for individualwords. The brieftypology of areas(focal, transitional,relic) could
have been greatlyenrichedby referenceto the second of Jaberg'sthreemagisterial
College de France lectures (1936:44), all of which Petyt, inexplicably, ignores.
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He does, however, toe the lines of, I repeat,Wredeand, increasingly,of Theodor
Frings (63-64) in explaining the impact of cultural (ecclesiastic, economic,
political, etc.) centers on the configuration of circumjacentdialect areas. He
correctly recognizes the prestige of privileged sections and the availabilityof
communicationlanes as the two positive factorsof diffusion, but underestimates
the negative factors, for example, the productionof vacua clamoringfor speedy
remedialactionfromwithout. M. Bartoli'shalf-forgottenschemaof six normsand
J. Gillieron's even earlier insistence on avoidance of homonymicconflicts as a
major driving force in or behind language change - in this bizarre temporal
sequence- aretreatedwithoutovert unfriendliness,but mostly as merecuriosities
worthy of the briefest of mentions (65-67). In sum, this chapter is highly
unsatisfactory, first because, instead of redeeming the announcedpromise of
covering the I 800- 1950 period, the authorfocuses almost exclusively on the six
decades I 870- I930, to the extentof not even heedingthe vital distinctionbetween
onomasiological and semantic maps, as advocated by Jaberg (1936:43-77), a
majortheoristand an inspiredpractitioneralike; and second, because Petyt falls
short of making it crystal-clear to his readers that the various techniques of
selecting informants,interviewing, recordingthe utteranceson maps or in lists,
and so forth, for the Continentalscholarsof the Golden Age of dialectgeography
involved, to be sure, not irrelevanciesbut hardlymore than mere preliminaries,
the grandstrategybeing to amass a huge and well-orderedcongeries of material
thatcould eventuallybe used for a lexis-based culturalhistory. Thus, the built-in
paradox remained that large-scale synchronic research projects were launched
with the prime purpose in mind of activatingour graspof diachrony,as regards
individualhistoricalevents, and, at the highest level, the broad-gaugedstudy of
causation (etiology).
Chapter3, "The Study of Regional Dialect in Britain" (68- I00), is one of the
best; it is also by far the most sumptuouslyillustratedwith photographsof whole
pages from the key books discussed and with reproductionsof monochromatic
maps. What enhances its value for the non-Anglist is Petyt's selection for commentary of antiquatedterminology (e.g., in the writings of J. L. Ellis), with
glosses supplied where necessary. Thus, 'glossic' and 'palaeotype' stood for
special categories of narrow transcription(72ff); also, 'divisions', 'districts',
'varieties', and 'subvarieties'occupied carefully defined niches in the hierarchy
of dialectologicalentities. The periodizationlikewise shows majorimprovement.
A hazily described prelude apart, Petyt recognizes two peaks, of which the first
stretchesfrom 1870- I 9o5, being bounded,on the one side, by Ellis's starton his
monumentalfive-part work On early English pronunciation(I889) and, on the
other, by the concluding publication date of Joseph Wright's English dialect
For the second peak period, the even more precise date
dictionary(I898-1905).
1946-80 (= the modernera) is supplied, without the immediateexplanationof
the significance of the year I946 as a watershed date. This division leaves
roughly four decades (0905-46) for a spell of relative lull; but without a com42
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plete breakin continuity. An outsiderlike myself has no quarrelwith this pattern
of division, except that, in the sketchy outline of the Prelude, no explanationis
offered for the attentionAlexanderGil showered on humble dialect speech (69)
in his eruditeLogonomiaAnglica (i6i9). My guess is that this display of heightened concern with folk culture can be bracketedwith the humanisticallymotivated collection of proverbs in sixteenth- and seventeenth-centurySpain.
As a beneficial result of their insularity,British pioneers could affordto show
a good deal of originality later sacrificed to leveling vogues, as when Ellis, for
his "third tool of investigation," (i.e., a questionnaire,namely the "classified
word list" with 971 items), reserveda solid block of I63 slots for lexical units of
Romance origin (72). Not in vain, one of the principal suppliers of data and
ideas, in his case, was the exiled Prince Louis L. Bonaparte, a resident of
England. Petyt admits that much (71), but does not even broach the issue of
possible intermittentcontactsbetween fin-de-siecle linguists stationedin London
and those active in or around Paris, with the further possibility - not to be
overlooked - that British influence could have made itself felt on the Continent.
After all, Ellis preceded Gilli6ron by at least one decade. Here the periodic
pilgrimagesof Ars6ne Darmesteterto the oldest Britishresearchlibrariesas well
as the BritishMuseummight have been fittingly mentioned, as well as his lecture
course conducted at University College London. Petyt associates Ellis's (I889)
Existing phonology of English dialects with an importantchange in British dialectology, from vocabulary to phonology (70), and he may be correct on this
score. On the same page he speaks, with clearly implied disapproval,of such
older "publications on dialect [as] were lexical in their bias"; W. A. Wright's
call (I870) for the founding of an English Dialect Society is similarly criticized
(76), to say nothing of the noted etymologist W. W. Skeat's directorshipof the
Society (I873-96) (cf. the praise lavished on J. Wright for veering away from
this trend [79]). Petyt's readersmay be surprisedto learnthat among the wicked
Continentals,the Leipzig BalkanologistG. Weigand, who in his unjustlyforgotten Daco-RumanianAtlas (I909) offered the strongestfoil to Gillieron's undertaking, placed the same emphasis on sounds rather than words, and that T.
Navarro(Tomas)'s long-delayedatlas of PuertoRican Spanishas well as his only
partiallypublished Atlas of the IberianPeninsula (all of this priceless material
swept under the rug by Petyt) were similarly biased, all of which does not
mandatorilyinvalidate Britain's claim to priority in this respect. At any rate,
Joseph Wright, the first self-taught British dialectologist, went to Germanyfor
advancedtrainingeven before attendingOxford, and it is his triptych- a grammatical descriptionof his native Yorkshiredialect of Windhill (1892), plus his
monumentalEnglish dialect dictionary (1898-1905,
with preference given to
written authority [79]), to which the English dialect grammar served as an
appendix - that set the standardfor two generations.
The chapter remains interesting and worth reading to the end, but once or
twice on every page the foreign reader will henceforth be jolted by strange
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symptoms of provincialism, either by what Petyt states or, just as frequently,by
what he fails or forgets to state. The need for Joseph Wright to squeeze his
English dialect grammarinto volume 6 of a lexicographicventure- regrettable
from today's vantagepoint - was not an isolated sign of the times. F. A. Coelho
had to do something astonishingly similar, except that in his case volume i of
Vieira's monumentalPortuguesedictionarywas involved. The self-satisfaction,
shocking to us, that Skeat evinced in I9II reminds one of A. Meillet's rash
remark,reputedlymade circa 1904, thatthe methodologicaledifice of historical
grammarwas practically completed. Wright's discovery that the "purity" of
dialect speech had been most severely impairedin the vicinity of London (84)
parallels similar findings made by Romance dialect geographerswith respect to
the eroding role played by Paris.
These, however, are mere trifles comparedto the serious distortionsbesetting
the chronicle of Wright's successors. The readeris not properlyinformed(85)
thatKokeritz, laterappointedat Yale (Helge, not Helga; a man, not a woman), in
essence represented the school of Uppsala, and that it was his finely honed
Scandinavian scholarship that placed him, as Petyt admits, above his British
contemporaries.As a matterof fact, it is only on page 88 that the readerfinally
learns, in unequivocal terms, that there exists such an institutionas advanced
study abroad of the English language (Anglistik, which could be glossed by
unidiomatic 'Anglics', modeled on 'Classics'). Amid the temporarylull of British dialect researchon its homeground,it was the ZurichprofessorEugen Dieth
who, obviously under the strong influence of Jakob Jud, prevailed upon the
Leeds professor HaroldOrtonto embarkupon a joint project(Survevof English
dialects) which was clearly cast in the mold of Continentaldialect geography
(88-93). Petyt's enthusiasmfor this project, lurkingbehind a veneer of courtesy
and condescendence(9I, 93), could not have been more lukewarm,and reminds
one of the icy reception the Jaberg-Jud atlas had previously encounteredin
certain quartersof native Italian dialectologists (the fate of the counterproject
spearheadedby Bartoli and Vidossi is nowhere mentioned by Petyt). The author's feelings seem to have been furtherexacerbatedby the fact thatsome of the
best first fruits, on the interpretivelevel, were also reapedby Continentalscholars after Dieth's death in I956 (Orton, bereft of his friend's support,died nineteen years later); see, for example, the Basel professor EduardKolb's (1966)
Phonological atlas of the northern region. The specific charges are overall
traditionalism, lexical and historical bias, lack of representativeness,thirty
years' delay in the publicationof the maps, indifferenceto urbanareas, neglect
of intonation, inequalityin the amountsof attentionto detail, and concentration
on problems of potential primaryyield for diachronicallyoriented students of
Middle English rather than for devotees of descriptive phonemics. Although
Petyt deserves credit for summarizing, in a not unsympathetictone, Orton's
successive ventures, often embarked upon in collaboration with advanced or
formerstudents(includingthe thirdWright,this time a woman:Natalia)- froma
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I960 pilot article, through the I962 Introduction to the SED and the Basic
materials recorded in list form by county and locality (I962-71)
to the two
crowning achievements: Word geography of England (1975) and the posthumouslypublishedLinguisticatlas of England( 978) - the readerat no point is
given to understandthat, assuming these foreign-inspiredprojectsreally fell flat
to some extent (partof the criticism leveled indeed seems justified), the principal
vulnerabilityof this bold experiment with much-admiredContinentalmethods
grafted onto chunks of British material lay somewhere else (pace Martyn F.
Wakelin's strenuousefforts a decade or so ago). If one may speak bluntly, the
difficulty appearsto have been rooted in the total unavailabilityof local talent,
comparableto Jabergand Jud themselves as well as to theirclosest disciples, that
could be prevailed upon to engage in work toward a powerful synthesis of
philological and dialectological stores (or banks) of data in a stringof brilliantly
executed syntheses. Additional complications lay in the modest, almost infraacademicstatus of onomastics in all English-speakingcountries (for a contrast, suffice it to evoke the names of R. Menendez Pidal and M. Vasmer in
Europe)as well as in the long-lastingdivorce of sustainedlines of curiosityabout
lexis and materialcivilization, as exemplified abroadby the highly prestigious
Worterund Sachen movement. To be sure, Ortonscored a success in imparting
phonetic drill and trainingin fieldwork to nine assistants(go); but apparentlyno
one in Great Britain has so far shown the commensurateskill and courage for
plunginginto imaginativeanalyses of lexical problemsin the Old English, Scandinavian, Anglo-Norman, Celtic, Dutch, and Low German constituents
("strains") of the English vocabulary- a disappointingsituationwhich threatens to lead to a sour-grapesresponse.
I hasten to add that Petyt's account of the Linguistic survey of Scotland (LSS)
is distinctly more constructive, chiefly because he is on the same wavelength as
the architectsof the Edinburghproject:The survey had been planned from the
start as "synchronic and systematic," with a set of recommendationsto the
contraryby JohnOrr- hardlyknown as a friendof structuralism- set forthin his
unpublishedMemorandum(1936) successfully overruled. The guiding spirit of
this enterprise, Angus McIntosh, took care of writing the requisiteIntroduction
(1952); pathetically, this venture, which on my own visit to Edinburghin I959 1
found advertisedas avant-garde,now menaces to become "somewhatout of step
with the times" (95) - a grim reminderof the danse macabre of modernismin
arts and social sciences. The two things to be rememberedaboutthis projectare
(a) its territorialsweep through ambitious inclusion of two adjacent English
counties, also of the Isle of Man and of Ulster; plus (b) an attemptto reconcile
the gatheringof data (cx)by means of two consecutive old-style postal questionnaires, chiefly for vocabulary, with (,3) their elicitation throughinterviews, the
emphasis this time being on strictly synchronicphonology (the innovative strategy for this phase was laid out mainly by J. C. Catford). At the time Petyt
concluded his book, only the first two volumes of the LSS, meantto do justice to
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lexis, were available for inspection (1975-77). An optimistic preview of the
work done on the Gaelic section of Scotland and a side-glance at the ongoing
work on the corresponding Welsh dialects, with headquartersat Cardiff and
Bangor (the final judgment on A. R. Thomas's - apparentlyuneven - performance has been suspended) round out (93-IOO) a chapter bursting with information.
The following chapter, probably altogether superfluous on account of two
heavy overlaps, involves an, all told, ratherlame attemptto overdramatizea few
rounds of criticism leveled at the "traditional" approaches(ioi-i6) - which
before long become a single "approach." Petyt subdividesthe ranksof objectors
intothose coming fromlinguistics(o 0 }O)
andthose representingsocial sciences
at large(i io- i 6). Personally,I would insteadprefera tripartition,since qualifications have pouredin from threedirections, namely the headquartersof (a) fellow
dialectologists (with one team trying to surpass another);those of (b) broadergauged linguists, in general sympatheticto the cause but without any personal
stakes; and (c) those of relative outsiders. Let me first report, in a critical vein,
whatPetyt has to offer, then succinctly presentmy counterview.Afteran unfortunate preamble- lamentationsabout the historicallinguists' diminishedpositions
within the new Establishmentand thus the wisdom for dialectologiststo obtaina
divorcefromtheirerstwhilepartners,the comparativephilologists, priorto allying
themselves with the currentlymore fashionabledescriptivists(IOI-02) - Petyt
plunges in medias res, stating that the principal source of Saussure-inspired
linguists' general dissatisfaction with dialect geographershas been the latter's
chronic inability to discriminate between low-level and high-level differences
(here we are, at long last, introducedto "phonemics," the very same approach
called consistently "phonology" in chapteri - was the change madein deference
to U. Weinreich? [see below]). We are, incidentally, treated to a lecture on
phonetics versus phonemics, which might have been exciting forty years ago
(103-04). The next three pages involve an entirely gratuitouspreviewof chapter
5, on structuralism.They are based on a short, but admittedlymemorable1954
piece by U. Weinreich, provocativelytitled: 'Is a structuraldialectology possible?" The next point involves a criticism allegedly aimed at "linguistics as a
whole" (107-10) - from the headquartersof linguistics? (This chapterwas so
hastily writtenthat Petyt, in revising it, neglected to eliminatethe one adverbial
phraseforeseeably misleading in such a context: "in other words": 107 [twicel,
Io8, 112; also I17, I I 8, etc.) The pointat issue involves the two relatedmattersof
periodsof variation(diachronically)and, above all, those of free variation(synchronically). The authorsides enthusiasticallywith J. L. Fischer's trend-setting
1958 article, which aimed at replacing the hazy concept of "free variation"by
"socially conditioned variation." Basically, this section is an anticipationof
chapter 8. Among its brighterspots I notice the characterizationof a standard
monograph'sprojection of the given dialect speech as an intendedgrasp of its
"extreme system" (io8) - a felicitous term which of course should have been
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opportunelyintroducedinto chapter2 and amply used throughoutchapter3. The
person accepted as an emissary from the contingentof (English-speaking)social
scientists is Glenna Ruth Pickford, on the strengthof a medium-sized, carefully
researched I956 article confined to the American scene. The critic wondered
whether the surveys then conducted produced "a representativeand unbiased
picture" of the chosen sector of population("reliability of findings," a concept
for which "typicality" would, I think, have been a better tag). Petyt, after
summarizing(ii o- ii) Pickford's batteryof qualificationsfor different sorts of
samples (judgment,quota, random/probability,stratified,haphazard),now finds
even better reasons for disliking the Dieth-Orton venture, with its - to him
anachronisticemphasis on agriculturalworkers as informants,an approachproducing "results . . . of value [only] to some people" (I 12), while the stress an

analystmay elect to put on the speech of older informantsis cavalierlyrecognized
as "not without interest." In additionto his objectionto "handpicked"samples
of speech andto the resultantcondemnationof D. De Camp's dissertation(1 953),
which he knows only from its publisheddistillate (1958, 1959), Petyt lecturesus
that anothercorner of the field is in need of total overhaul in light of the latest
sociological thinking:the design of the questionnaireand the very conduct of an
interview( 14-I6). Here Petyt, on the whole, toes the line of the Scottishdialect
survey, favoringa mixed method. Not once does the authortake up the cudgels in
defense of dialect study, even at its most advanced,againstexternalcriticism. The
surrenderto sociology is unconditional (and, of course, both unrealistic and
somehow unsavory).
To revert to the divergent schema of greaterappeal to myself: I would have
consulted, first, critical appraisalsof projectsin dialect geographyfrom the pens
of experiencedpractitionersof that same discipline (A. Kuhn, e.g., by virtue of
the work he himself did in UpperAragon, qualifiedfor this role, which he played
on two occasions). I would next have reportedon the crucial controversyAtlas
versus Dictionary, which heavily involved, above all, W. von Wartburgas
spokesmanfor straightlexicography, somewhat inimicalto the on-the-spotinterviewing technique, but himself practicinga style of dictionarymaking that was
perceptiblysaturatedwith dialect data; and only as the last resort would I have
startedworrying about what archaeologists, mathematicians,logicians, sociologists, and, yes, theologians have to say on our trade.
"StructuralDialectology," the topic of chapter 5 (017-30), implies a compromise between structuralismand cartographicallyprojecteddialect study, two
currentsmany experts have held to be irreconcilable- a situationall the more
dramaticas the peaks of their separateappeals to the young all but coincided in
certain academic environments, producing a keen rivalry for attention. In this
country, BernardBloch, to cite one telling example, went througha long apprenticeship in dialect geography (with H. Kurathacting as his mentor) before he
developed, especially through wartime teaching of colloquial Japanese, into a
leading American-stylestructuralist.A majorscholar senior to him and idolized
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by him, namely LeonardBloomfield, showed his exposureto bothapproachesby
the time he was leaving Ohio State for Chicago, in a programmaticarticle
surveying "recent work in general linguistics" (1927) which, in the authoritative
opinion of Charles F. Hockett (1970:I73), was still written in Columbus. The
dichotomy structuralismversus dialectology continuedto prevailin Part2 (chapters 17-28) of Bloomfield's landmarkbook Language (1933), a section whose
impact was extended through H. Hoijer's attempt at restrainedrejuvenation
(I965). One last echo will be found in Bloomfield's grim assessment (1944) of
FrederickBodmer's, for a brief while, sensationalbest-seller, The loom of language. Bloch and Bloomfield do not figure in the chapterof Petyt's book under
review, which has turnedout to be much thinnerthanone might have hoped for.
Essentially, it is a diluted review of a half-dozen articles, of which the most
challenging - the one by U. Weinreich- alreadycrossed the reader'spathin the
preceding chapter. The paradestarts with a less than very importantitem by N.
Trubetzkoy, which, though chronologically placed between Bloomfield's I927
and 1933 prises de position, is more explicit in his overt confrontationof "'Phonologie et geographie linguistique." WhatTrubetzkoyhad to say on differences
of phonological system (either of inventory or of function, i.e., distribution)
versus those in the phoneticrealizationof phonemesversusthose in the incidence
of phonemes (or in etymology) was, needless to say, sophisticatedand possibly
merited a paraphraseextending to two printed pages, but the impact of that
epitome will be foreseeably weak, since the salient points have all been threshed
out in earlier chapters. At this point, Petyt takes us back to Weinreich's short
1954 paper - inexplicably, without dwelling on that young scholar's heavy
indebtednessto Martinetand Jakobson, who both providedthe obvious connecting link to the Prague-Vienna School, and without mention of the older Weinreich's (Max's) inter bella self-immersionin dialect researchat Marburg.Instead
of the wearisome long-winded repetitionof the core of chapter4 Petyt could, of
course, have speedily led his readersto the innovative concept of "diasystem"'
( 1 22). The balanceof this inflatedchapteroffers little more thana circumstantial
summaryof five articles, one by E. Stankiewicz, anotherfollower of Jakobson's
(as one would have liked to see pointed out), on discreteness and continuity
(I957); the second, by G. R. Cochrane,on Australian[-English] vowels (I959);
two by William G. Moulton (I960, I968), a direct studentof Bloomfield's but
also a close companion-in-armsof Weinreich's;one, by E. Pulgram,with additional thoughts on the diasystem (1964); plus two fleeting allusions to J. C.
Catford and K. Ringgaard.
Lest my above remark be misunderstood:Having myself written two necrological essays, mutuallycomplementary,on Uriel Weinreich;having extended
to him editorial help in polishing his father's paperon the Romancevemaculars
of medieval Jews; and having successfully encouraged him to write a manysplendoredreview articleon the mid-centurystate of our discipline, I loatheto be
giving here the impression that I begrudge him the space he occupies in two
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chaptersof the book under review. My disagreementis not with Weinreich, but
with the angle at which his aeuvreis shown: Through arbitraryexclusion from
considerationof his direct teacher's, A. Martinet,temporarysplit between structuralismand dialectology; throughbizarredisregardof Weinreich's far and away
weightiest accomplishment, of cardinal importanceto urban anthropologyand
linguistics alike, namely the - neither concealed, nor made fully accessible Language and culture atlas of AshkenazicJewry; and by devoting merely a few
lines - in passing - to the monographwhich most clearly shows W. Labov's
roots in Weinreich's thinking, namely the Columbia team's Empirical foundations for a theory of language change (U. Weinreich, Labov, & Herzog 1968;
oral presentation:I966); all this sacrificed for a twelve-page note fromthe pen of
a brilliantneophyte, Petyt has almost grotesquelyupset the balance. Not even a
clue to MarvinI. Herzog's (I967) meticulous bibliographyof Weinreich's writings has been provided by way of compensation.
In chapter 6, Petyt pays the United States the compliment of having been a
world leader in "the study of the speech of different social groups within the
same area," with increasingattentionto urbancommunities(I 32-50). Since the
chapterdeals with Americanconditions, any detailed summarywould be almost
supererogatoryfor most readers of this journal. The pace-setters, according to
Petyt, were Raven I. McDavid (1948) as explorer of South Carolinaspeech, G.
N. Putnam-E. M. O'Hern in tandem(1955), who listened in on Negro dwellers'
speech in a slum alley of the federal capital, and the late David De Camp, as the
authorof a University of California, Berkeley dissertationpublishedonly in part
and after a major delay, with a segment of the West Coast (San Francisco) for
once serving as the focus of attention (incidentally, it was my privilege to
codirect it). May I disagree with this chronology? The dialect of Chicago was
briefly described by the noted Indo-EuropeanistC. D. Buck at the turn of the
century, as partof the decennial celebrationof the former "Rockefeller University," while the speech of German immigrants residing in Greater Chicago
provided the locale for a memorablechapteron borrowingsin L. Bloomfield's
Language, a book known to have been writtenin 1930-32. In assigning grades
to the individual pioneers for their performances, Petyt holds against some of
them their informaland impressionisticapproaches,and their lack of expertise in
sampling techniques. Conversely, the installationof controls allowing for selfcorrection, as was done by the Putnam-O'Hernteam, and the quantitativetreatment of variation, as practicedby L. Fischer in 1958, appearon the credit side.
One is willing to go along with Petyt on this score, while still being left to
wonder why settlement history must per se be necessarily inferior to insights
gained into present-daysocial structure( 35). As the step immediatelypreceding
W. Labov's arrivalon the scene, Petyt identifies L. Levine and H. J. Crockett's
joint inquiry into speech variation in a [North Carolina]piedmont community,
apropos postvocalic r. Possibly more relevant than the individualmerits of this
piece, however remarkablefor its period, was the fact thatit could, at the price of
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a majordelay, be eventually absorbedinto a journalsupplement(I967) uniquely
highlighting sociolinguistics, and editorially spearheadedby Stanley Lieberson,
a sociologist - unfairly - not further identified. (As is well known, psycholinguistics startedon a successful careerin this countrya decade and a half earlier
with a memorablesymposium, its results similarly salvaged and even expanded
througha comparablejournalsupplement.)This gap in Petyt's design is regrettable, inasmuchas the supplementhere at issue (Lieberson I967), upon inspection,
tumnsout to have indeed amounted to a landmark, conjoining in a dramatic
display of strength as it did the talents of Joshua A. Fishman, Paul Friedrich,
William Labov, EinarHaugen, and William Bright. Equallyleft unmentionedby
Petyt, despite their direct relevance to the gauging of Zeitgeist, were (a) the
appearance- merely three years before - of the miscellany carpenteredby Dell
Hymes, Language and culture in society, and (b) Uriel Weinreich'scontinued
spree of feverish interviewing for his Atlas project in certain characteristically
Jewish quartersof GreaterNew York, with periodicexcursions to Johannesburg
and Tel Aviv. Labov's well-known article on "the social motivationof a sound
change" (1963), for whose scenario he used the small island of Martha'sVineyard, and then, recounted in even more lavish detail, the same author's major
work on The social stratification of English in New YorkCitv (1966) fill the
balance of the chapter (037-50) and thus sanction Labov's position as the real
hero of the saga. Petyt turnsout to be a splendidraconteur,so even those familiar
( 137) may derive
at first handwith these instrumentsof a major "'breakthrough"
pleasurefrom readingPetyt's zestful report.Whetherthe author,in the throesof
this infatuation, has acted wisely in leaving the name of Fishman completely
unmentionedin this context, in refrainingfrom citing any piece postdating1969
by a social scientist as active and dynamic as Labov, and in deemphasizingthe
poignant dilemma that many beginners have faced after 1970 (option between
thoroughly "human" sociolinguistics and perilously "dehumanized" more abstract varieties of linguistic analysis) remains, charitablyspeaking, a matterof
taste, and of personal preference.
By the time Petyt returnsto Britain in chapter 7, in Part 2 (150-70) of his
reporton Social and UrbanDialectology, his scale of values has frozeninto a sort
of orthodoxy. The almost strident militancy against traditionalismand historicism leads him to use, again and again, such criteriaas: (a) measureof attention
paid to variation;(b) random selection of informants;(c) aloofness from antiquarianconcern with "genuine" dialects; (d) emphasison the social ratherthan
the regionalcomponentin each given situation;(e) avoidanceof concentrationon
unrepresentativegroups, such as peasantsand working class people, as a reservoir for the selection of informants;and (f) speedy acceptance of Labov-style
theoretical assumptions and techniques (1 am simply paraphrasingPetyt's own
wording: "Labov-type investigations,"1i6i). Authors who measureup only in
partto this set of standardsreceive proportionatelylow marks;their monographs
are, at best, called entertaining,without actuallycarryingconviction. Infatuated
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with this single standard of excellence, Petyt apparently forgets that Eva
Sivertsen is a Norwegian scholar, even if her field of study happens to be
Cockney phonology (I960), with a stress on its "rough" ratherthan "posh"
variety;thatJ. Kjederqvistwas a Swedish polyglot, with publicationsin English
and German, to be sure, but with a doctorate from Lund; and that Wolfgang
Viereck, as a student of the dialect of Gateshead-upon-Tyne,continues to be a
German Anglist moving within the orbit of Central Europeantradition(e.g.,
extrasensitiveto the concept of regional standard):Neither owes any allegiance
to currently fashionable canons of Anglo-American research, and instead of
examining a nook of this English landscape, both of them could have broughtto
bear their brands of analysis on patches of the Brazilianjungle. Among Britishers, R. J. Gregg receives a rathersharprap on his knuckles, and only with J.
T. Wright and C. L. Houck, the inventor of a "multi-stage" random sample
used to obtain an ideal mix of informantsin Leeds, have, one learns, the last
lingering ill effects of the Orton-style, bias-laden approach been overcome,
except for the artificialityof the latternewcomer's questionnaire.Having broken
away from the old rules of the Surveyof English dialects thus becomes a meritin
the recordsof formerfieldworkerson its staff (154, 157). More interestingto the
New Worldreaderare the originalstirringsof the latest wave of Britishdialectology, not mere echoes of what has been accomplishedin this country.Though it is
too early to pass judgment on the Tyneside linguistic survey sponsored by the
University of Newcastle (I55-56), the concept of "variety space" seems to be
new, and the idea of covariationbetween several dimensions seems promising;
one has been left in the dark, though, as to what enterprisinglocal leaders are
behind this graduallyemerging project. Given the recent dramaticshifts in the
ethnic composition of the city of London, any monograph,such as J. C. Wells's
(1973), bearing on the adaptationof the speakersof both JamaicanCreole and
JamaicanEducated English to new conditions whets one's appetite (X56-57).
Petyt calls it partlysophisticated,partlysimplistic, and he may be right;but how
could he have failed to notice thatthe new concept proposed, namely hyperadaptation, is, at bottom, just a new tag for the phenomenonwhich has, for a century,
been known under such labels as "hypercorrection," "hyperurbanism," "ultracorreccion," and, especially in Austria, "Uberentdu3erung"?
My analysis cannot conceal the fact that, on an increasing scale, several
chapters - including the one under scrutiny - read like a string of zestfully
phrasedbook reviews, including appraisalsof influentialarticles, with sparksof
wit and irony thrownin for good measure. This qualitymay increasethe value of
the book as sheer readingmatter(never a dull moment!), but sharplydiminishes
its usefulness as a basic text for undergraduates,not sophisticated enough to
appreciate Petyt's virtuoso performance, yet foreseeably distrustfulof several
chameleonic changes in his authorial,or critical, persona. Unable thoughI am to
summarizehis various responses to a fairly recent crop of writings, I must make
an exception for his substantialreaction(I5 8-6i) to PeterTrudgill's 1974 mono51
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graphThe social differentiationof English in Norwich, here viewed as "the first
of a number of British studies . . . carried out in a 'Labovian' framework,"

although Petyt's last chapter, in reverting to this same monograph,somewhat
surprisinglyassigns it a niche midway between structuraland transformational
dialectology (i84). The book crosses one's path at least seven times in the
appended footnotes.
The last chapter is indeed both brilliantand bewilderinglystrange, and Petyt
rightly wonders whether he has not overreachedhimself (196); he has indeed.
Everythingwas just beginning to fall into place, with the villains (i.e., scholars
and scientists writing and thinking in languages other than English) gradually
disappearingfrom the foregroundof action and urbananthropologyat long last
crowding out inappropriatesentimentalconcerns with bucolic idylls, when everything all of a sudden gets overthrownin a sort of surpriseending worthy of
Hollywood. Chapter 8 ("Other Recent Approaches") falls into two parts, of
which the first, Generative Dialectology (17i-85),
practicallyerases the first
seven chapters, while the second part, A "Continuum"of Varieties:The "Dynamic" Model (I85-97), in turn, wipes out the first part. The only reassuring
thing amid the chaos is that, in the end, Great Britainis left triumphant.As the
tempo of the reportrises sharply, the leisurely presentationof newly excogitated
terms and labels yields pride of place to a rapidly paced parade, with space
reservedonly for parenthetic,incidental, or allusive definitionsof two packages
of tags never before brought up. First, in Part i, the reader is treated, as one
would expect, to creativity, rules, underlying forms, intuition, rule-deletion,
ordering of rules, generality, naturalness, powerfulness, formalization,and so
on, roughly in this sequence, a by no means small orderfor the uninitiated.This
is nothing, however, in comparisonto Part2, which ends on a fortissimonote, a
hurricaneof not yet widely accepted neologisms such as "'basilect," "acrolect," and "mesolect" (I87); "isolect" (igo); "panlectal grid" (I9I); "polylect" (196). Were these fireworksreally necessary, or were they intendedas an
outburstof clean fun, beyond the ken of an averagecolonial? Be thatas it may,
the one really useful concept here that bids fair to survive the flurryof a fashion
is the notion of "'implicationalrelations" (1go); it might have deserveda slower
pace of discussion. Where Petyt invokes spread "through social space" (191),
as against geographical space, it would have been useful to set apart "inner
diffusion" observable where an innovationworms its way throughthe lexicon.
In general, Petyt is philosophical about terminology and willing to admit that
some of the thinkingof his newly acquiredculturalheroes, Derek Bickertonand
C.-J. N. Bailey (187), is not too far removed from JohannesSchmidt's classic
"wave theory" of 1872 vintage; and he equates some newly coined terms with
the structuralists'morphophonemics,oblivious only of the fact that the notion
alreadyexisted, at least, a centuryago, except thatthe names underwhich it was
known were "'inflectional" ("nominal," "verbal") and ""derivational,"also
"compositional," phonetics, all of which materiallybluntsthe edge of novelty.
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Petyt communicatesto his readersthe "kick" one derives - for a few weeks from the ability to write rules formulaically, but digests the doctrine itself with
studiedrestraint,beginning soon to speak of "superficial attractiveness"and of
"a linguist's plaything" (I83) as well as of "anecdotal evidence" (I84), all of
which maneuveringhelps him to lead us to the lapidarystatementon the following page: "The theory of generative grammar must be regarded as 'not
proven'." The three pages dedicated to a critique (by others) of generative
orthodoxy(I82-85) belong to the best in the book. I am much less enthusiastic
about the choice of allegedly representativesamples and about their slipshod
presentation. If all that E. Vasiliu, in I966, learned from applying the new
technique to Rumaniandialects was a more explicit view of things in essence
already long since known (174), a waste of energy was involved. The initial
discussion of B. Newton's The generative interpretationof dialect (1972) iS SO
lukewarm,or low-key, thatonly several pages laterone figures out that modern,
ratherthanClassical, Greek (noted for its dialectalcleavage) is involved. Gilliam
Brown's Phonological rules and dialect variation (1972) may, indeed, be so
outstandingas to deserve repeatedmention( 75-76, 179, I 82-83, 21 i), andthe
readeris excited by the arrestingproblem whether the underlyingforms can be
more fittingly and, above all, more economically carved out from northernor
from southerndialects, except that it takes an ignoramuslike myself a long trek
to the map room of a well-equippeduniversity libraryto find out exactly where
the Lumasaabalanguage is spoken; Petyt might have obligingly settled this side
of the issue in a half-line-long editorial insert. In addition to these carping
remarks,let me voice the regretthat Chinese dialectology in a generativekey, as
conducted(in English) by W. S-Y. Wang, M. Chen, plus H-I. Hsieh, to cite only
three names, has been disregarded;it might have added a touch of exotic flavor
and a few stimulatingideas, more encouragingthan Vasiliu's, to these troubled
pages. Then again, I lament the one-sided favoritismaccordedphonology, here
and under the preceding rubricof structuralism,having myself twice tackled, I
hope with profit, structuralmorphology (1970, I982). As for the "continuum"
of varieties, which, rooted in the plumbingof pidgins and creoles (1 87), basically does away with dialects as operationalunits, one feels that it richly deserved
attentionin any book on the theory of languagechange ratherthan as a concluding piece in an introductoryguide to dialectology.
Organizationally,the Chambers-Trudgillparallel guide to dialectology is far
removed from the Petyt venture. Above all, it has been designed as a straightforward textbook and has been tightly fitted into a series of pedagogically flavored
outlines, from the pens of British scholars, bearing on such topics as morphology, aspect, semantic theory, and the like; the closest neighborwithin that series
is R. A. Hudson's piece on Sociolinguistics. Paradoxically,of the two coauthors,
Trudgill - the one who teaches at a British university famous for its heavy
involvement with linguistics - happens to be better known in this countrythan
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his partner, attached to a major Anglo-Canadian university; in particular,
Trudgill's name and recordshould be familiarto readersof thisjournal, to which
he has contributedsubstantiallyover the last few years. Whatthe two books have
in common, aside from the British radix, is a concept of dialectology as a
sociolinguistic discipline, borderingon urban anthropologyas regardscontent
and tilt, and relying heavily on elementarystatistics- more so thanon cartological projections, a device inheritedfrom Continentalantecedents.
As experienced authorsof a textbook which aims to qualify as a standardtext
for advancedundergraduatecourses on both sides of the Atlantic, Chambersand
Trudgill have taken a numberof preliminaryminor steps, which happento set
their Dialectology apartfrom Petyt's. Their style is matter-of-fact(if you wish,
pale), completely lacking in fireworks and, I repeat, in outbursts of irony,
sarcasm, indignation.The book falls into four parts:Background(I-64), Social
Variation(67-100), Spatial Variation(102-42), and Mechanismsof Variation
with variationand variabilitythusjutting out clearly as the leitmotiv
(143-208),
from a glance at the Table of Contents.There are all in all twelve chapters,fairly
even in size and structure, except for the last, a sort of brief programmatic
preview of events to come ("Towards Geolinguistics," 205-07). A typical
chapterfalls into five to seven subdivisions, each set off by a subtitleappearing
in boldface, and certainprivileged subdivisionsfall furtherinto up to threeparts,
signaled by a differenttypographicdevice. Footnotes, which played a majorrole
in Petyt's book and allowed him to tackle side issues, are for once completely
absent. The whole is framed by lists of maps, figures, and tables, plus the
reproductionof the Phonetic Alphabet, by way of Forematter(ix-xiii), and by a
master bibliographyin the back (208-14), followed by a two-column index of
languages tapped, scholars cited, and key words introduced(215-18). These
tools must be used in conjunctionwith short sections replete with titles (Further
Information)appendedseparatelyto each of the twelve chapters.The cardboard
binding and low quality of the paper form anothercontrastto Petyt's relative
elegance: His book qualifies as a gift, theirsfits a student'sstringentbudget.The
proofreadinghas been carriedout well, except - as has alreadybeen statedat the
beginning of this review - with respect to foreign book titles.
Just what patternof collaborationthe dual authorshipprojectinvolved we are
nowhere told; but the sutures do not show, even though the authorswere stationed in differenthemispheres, and the cumulativerangeof informationas well
as the quality of experience are impressive. From the start(3-I4), the readeris
taken to the far corners of the world, including Scandinavia, South Africa, and
Jamaica;and several new or as yet little-knownterms, of considerablepotential
usefulness, are almost immediately introduced, including heteronomy as the
opposite of autonomy, as well as gradience and fuzziness. Characteristicof the
authors'generalpreferencefor more-or-lessratherthaneither-orjudgments(8) is
their somewhat playful predilection for the prefix semi-: "'semi-foreign,"
"fsemi-autonomy," and the like. Perhaps they have taken as their model E.
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Haugen's "semicommunication"; having myself once championedthe concept
of "semiborrowing," I cannot quarrel with this predilection. Typical of the
wisdom acquired from longer experience is their unwillingness to engage in
terminologicalhair-splitting;admittingthe legitimacy of alternativeuses of key
words, they will soothe the reader's nerves by declaring, at every step, "We
shall adopt a certainuse ad hoc" (i, 14, etc.) or some paraphrase,for example,
"in this book" or "for our purpose" (17). As a result of such precautions,one
experiences relatively few shocks, one such rarejolt coming from the absurd
suggestion to teach Queb6cois in lieu of StandardFrench in English Canadian
schools (I 2), and anotherfrom a badly twisted accountof the Biblical shibboleth
episode (15). One detects, inevitably, sporadic gaps: Thus, apropos "semiforeign" languages, a brief allusion to franglais and its analogues was almost
mandatory(I o).
On the whole, the authors' firmer grounding in social sciences than in the
historico-philologicaldisciplines is observable at every step (Trudgillmust also
have profited from his expenence in authoringan earlier introductorytextbook,
on a related topic: Sociolinguistics [I974b1). Their use of technical labels, the
sociologist's stock-in-trade, shows intelligent restraint, rather than delight, in
bombast;they know where to have recourseto, say, systematicityandgradation.
Along the historicalaxis, theirperformancecan be quite disappointing:They fail
to catch the reason for the enormousimpact (I6-17) of Verner'sLaw (discovery
of accentual conditioning of segmental phonemes); and in complaining next
about the lack of theoreticaltalent among dialect geographers,they completely
overlook Karl Jaberg's writings from the early 1930S to the late 1950s (see
below).
The greater maturityof the second book here under review shows in many
ways throughoutthe retrospectivesection, for example, in the excellent typology
of questions(25-26) asked in an interviewcontext:naming, completing, talking,
in reverse, converting;in the authors'ability to intertwinethe separaterecordsof
American and British explorations, ratherthan individuatingthem; in a philosophical attitudeof resignation, which enables them, again and again, to recognize latentalternativesto lines of work actuallytriedout, as well as opportunities
irretrievablymissed; to reject any excess of subtlety as being gratuitous, or
counterproductive,and the like. They tend to downgrade the roles of cultural
heroes;thus, on the Americanstage they project, not only intellectualgiants but
also locally known figures. Thus, Guy S. Loman, Jr., E. Bagby Atwood, Raven
1. MacDavid, Jr., and Harold B. Allen come to life, the only missing name of
some prominence being that of B. Bloch. Also, they supply technical tags in
appropriatedosages, as when a vital distinction is drawn between display maps
and interpretivemaps (29), where Petyt, in comparably setting off these two
categories (54), forgot to supply the badly needed identificationtags. There are
few jokes, and fewer exclamation marks, and no overt sign of hostility toward
the Orton-Dieth venture, as if it were some sort of importedforeign merchandise
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superimposedon native British traditions. Nevertheless, not all analyses convince. Take the very painful issue as to why dialect geographyin the classic key,
on balance, never got off the ground in the English-speakingcountries. Chambers and Trudgill impute its very limited success to (a) its practitioners'quickly
acquiredreputationfor traditionalism;(b) the excruciatinglyslow yield of efforts
invested in an age of speed and acceleration;(c) budgetarytroubles;and (d) the
unforeseenrise of a formidablerival, namely urbandialectology, abettedby the
rapid urbanizationof the particularcountry focused upon (23). Though every
single argumentmay be correct, one is left wonderingwhetheranythinginevitable was involved, or simply an unfortunateconcatenationof circumstancesproduced an adverse effect; the same criticism, I admit, can be leveled at a possibly mistitled - paper of my own (1976). Dialectology is silent about atlas
ventures that flourished abroad after 1950 (e.g., the fine Walloon atlas first
visualized by Jean Haust). It has nothing to say about work being currently
carriedon in Colombia by L. Fl6rez and his Bogota'team; Eastem Europedoes
not appearat all on the authors'radarscreen;nor does the magnificentcombination of folklore study, probing of superstitions and folk beliefs, mythology,
dialectology, the historyof fashions, and advancedliteraryanalysis (e.g., inquiries into Baroquepoetry) that KarlJabergengaged in throughoutthe 1940S and
1950s, after his retirementfrom formal teaching duties at Bem. If Jaberg'scase
of late flowering be accepted as a valid counterexample,then the best answerto
the endemic embarrassmentabout the recession of dialectology, allegedly
throughinanition, could be phrasedthus: To produceits ripestand most alluring
fruits, dialectology requiresgardenersendowed with so many mutuallycomplementaryskills and equippedwith such an assortmentof tools as to become easily
almost unrecruitable.The dialectologist of average competency, in contrast,
although not exactly scarce in graduate school or on the job market, is most
likely to be a person of sharply limited intellectualappeal and minimal magnetism, to whose classes trulybrilliantstudentswill simply refuse to flock - even if
the locale is Zurich or Marburgratherthan Leeds or Ann Arbor.
While Dialectology and The study of dialect - in part, as a result of having
been published (and, presumably,written)almost simultaneously- cover much
the same ground, to the extent of analyzing not only identical books, but even
identical articles, all the way down to such minor genres as book reviews,
nevertheless the two book ventures achieve this common goal by advancing
along entirely different paths. Where Petyt, after exposing the villains, paraded
in consecutive chaptersone team of would-be rescuersafteranother,each tending flamboyantlyto reverse what had been laboriouslyestablishedor ascertained
immediately before, Chambers and Trudgill concentratethe main threads of
theoretical discussion in a single, almost forbiddingly compact chapter (the
third), provocatively titled "Dialectology and Linguistics" (37-53). Here one
learns in quick succession what dialectology gains and loses by being wed to the
classical historico-comparativeapproach(still mislabeled "philology:" 37-38);
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to structuralismat this point bereft of its urbanisticdimension (38-45); to the
generative-transformationaltechnique (45-50); and to polylectal grammar
(50-52), here clearly defined as geared to receptive, as against productive,
competence. From this experience the authors, in contrast to an enthusiast
plagued by sudden second thoughts like Petyt, emerge as enlightened skeptics,
who, under any circumstances, refuse to be swept off their feet. Thus, Weinreich's diasystem and Moulton's variationsthereuponreceive a friendlyhearing,
but are declared applicable (or, at least, practicable)only under certain stringently defined optimal conditions ratherthan indiscriminately.In dramaticcontrast to Petyt, the authorsof Dialectology in principle give the transformational
school of thought the benefit of their doubt, explicitly calling its applicationto
dialect research "an advance on structuraldialectology" (48), but immediately
thereafterqualifying their acceptance by remarkingthat it "can only cope with
incidencedifferences if they are phonologically conditionedand regular";that is
to say, varieties must be allowed "to differ in their lexical entries as well as in
theirphonologicalrules" (50). Polylectal grammar,in turn, is praisedfor having
alerted us to a dimension swept under the rug in rival projections, but is not
"necessarily the best way of accounting for mutual intelligibility" (5i); in
addition, "it has to stop, socially or geographically, at some point" (52). The
reader has thus been exposed to a whole palette of conflicting theories and,
having been briefly allowed to warmup to each one, has four times - in the span
of a single, middle-sizedchapter- been forced to sober up, as it were. Fromthis
policy it clearly follows that what the next I5o pages purportto offer is not
additionaldosages of theoreticalhair-splitting,but rathertrainingin useful methods and techniques - a toolkit possibly compatible with more than one theory.
With chapter4, the book veers resolutely in the direction of urbandialectology, a shift of stress for which the authors present the familiar demographic
arguments.These need not be repeatedhere; they seem to hold objectively, and
the change of emphasis offers the authorsthe fringe benefit of enabling them to
start with a truly clean slate and to forget about any earlier gropings - with,
apparently,a clear conscience and neat results. This strategy seems to be unexceptionableas long as present-dayBritishconditionsare underthe analyst's lens.
A naive reader, however, from perusing Dialectology in isolation, may easily
conclude that ruralsociolinguistics is strictly a thing of the past, and the authors
must be blamed for not having explicitly pointed out the regional variationof
scholarly taste and commitment with unmistakableclarity. It so happens that
sociolinguistics, perhapsdue to its concern with synchrony,has rapidlygathered
momentumin Spanish-speakingAmerica,5 including the bilingual fringe of the
southwest United States. Though interest in city dialects, the parlance of the
barrio, has been intense over the last two or three decades, involving situations
where Spanish is a minority language in a basically English environment(San
Antonio, San Diego, Los Angeles) as well as those where Italian immigrant
speech representsa bond holding together a dwindling minorityof Italophones
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(Montevideo, Buenos Aires) inside a solid block of Spanish(Malkiel 1972:109rural speech continues to be equally fascinating, as has been
13, I38-47),
demonstratedin a stringof colloquia and symposia (cf. De Gorog, I982). Add to
this the fact that an armada of monographs conceived and executed like J.
BorregoNieto's (I98I) Sociolinguistica rural is steadilyrunningoff the academic presses in metropolitan Spain itself, and that two major theorists of sociolinguistic research, namely Eugenio Coseriu and Jose Pedro Rona, although
born elsewhere, have spent long years of intensive teaching and equally intense
observation in Uruguay, an experience that may to some extent have colored
theirthinking, and it will be clear that Chambersand Trudgill'sdeliberatechoice
of radical "urbanization" of the discipline entrustedto their care - in Petyt's
company, for a change - threatensto steer them toward an attitudeof splendid
isolation.6

The hub or nerve centerof the entire book is unmistakablychapter4 - despite
its relative brevity (54-64) - with a host of cross referencesextended to other
chapters. This particular segment is programmatic,because the topic it announces ("Urban Dialectology") dominates the entire remainderof the book,
and is tone-setting, throughthe unashamedlypractical,even trivialinformationit
provideson such mattersas samplingand establishingaccuratepercentagescores
(with concrete examples). It examines, in an introductoryor anticipatoryfashion, topics like quantifying, measuring, and classifying data. It proceeds from
crude to more refined classification by introducing,in additionto sex and age,
such equally valid, but less easily applied, criteriaas occupation, income, education, and housing. It teaches uninitiatedreaders how to handle reluctantinterviewees; how to tape-recordspecimens of quasi-conversationalspeech; how to
overcome the "observer's paradox" (one of several ideas and labels avowedly
borrowed from Labov) and how to face groups of speakers engaged in spontaneous conversation. It analyzes covariation of utterances with formality of
situations and with the speakers' fluctuating social status (6i). This positive,
constructive aspect of the programis all to the good, but there are also darker
sides to it: the unwarrantedpervasive denigrationof, or at least condescendence
toward, "traditional" rural dialectology (as if there did not exist half a dozen
such traditions) - a sort of stereotype or bugaboo (55, 56 [twice], 60) which
becomes boring in the end; the simplistic belief that urbanis the sole alternative
(extant or conceivable) to rural or semirural dialectology - what about the
flourishing (circum)maritimestudy of languages, regional and social dialects
included (sailors, fisherfolk), with such focal areas as the Mediterranean,the
North Sea, the Baltic, the Adriatic, the Tyrrhenian,the Caribbean,a tilt which,
as a matterof fact, has been cultivatedfor almost half a centurynow (witness M.
Deanovic)? One is equally taken aback by learning(56) that a general swing of
the pendulum in the direction of synchrony is the chief reason (beside familiar
demographiccircumstances)for the recommendedleap from old-fashionedphi58
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lology (transparentlyimplied in lexico-etymologically colored dialect study,
with its stress on the interrogationof old folk) to the boldly progressive social
science approach,with its statistical, hence prestigiouslyquantitative,underpinning. What if philology were to become once more fashionable, as is indeed
happeningin the U.S. Indianisticcircles at this very moment?Note also the very
recent upswing of general diachroniclinguistics, which startedwith a Congress
held in Edinburgh.And, as regards(circum)maritimeresearch(cf. P. S. Ureland
1978), which extends its powerful prong into lingua francastudies, the inquiries
conducted by H. and R. Kahane over a half century - and now selectively
available in two handsome volumes - offer a string of excellent illustrationsof
the slices of materialfrom which a maritimedialectology could soon begin to be
carved out. The fact that different languages rather than dialects are preponderantly involved constitutes no insuperablehindrance, since bi- and even plurilingual dialects are typologically admissible and, indeed, on record - on land
and on sea (cf., to this effect, A. Elizaincin, 1976, among many others).
In sum, Petyt and the Chambers-Trudgillteam have revealed entirely different authorialtemperaments.He is, at bottom, a scintillatingessayist - patently
uneven in his performance,at times inconsistent, even capricious;they are not
exactly plodding, but assuredly self-controlled, far-sighted pedagogues or, at
least, spokesmen for the didactics of an unadulteratedsocial science approachto
linguistic inquiry. Both books are not only programmatic,but even propagandistic, each in its own way. Both are products of a malaise or disappointment
createdby Orton's visibly abortiveattemptto transplantthe Continentalstyle of
dialect geography onto English soil - a relative failure clearly recognized by
almost everyone, it seems, as a fact, or a miscarriageof sorts, but not very
persuasively diagnosed in terms of cause-and-effect, perhaps because the full
disclosure of the reasons for the lack of any adequate response to the new
challenge might have involved an excruciatinglypainful admission of sterility.
The books differ on certain importantpoints, for example, as regards the endorsement of TG grammar. Conversely, there is complete agreement on the
goals to be pursued and achieved, and total coincidence, I am afraid, in the
distortionof the recent past, the present, and the foreseeable futureof the development on the Europeancontinent. The Americanscene has been capturedwell
for the period 1935-65, less so for the following fifteen years. Alternativesto the
theoretical kernel of structuraland generative dialectology have been grasped,
not so alternativesto the dichotomy ruralversus urbandialectology. As regards
the authors' rather candidly admitted quest for professional recognition and
respectabilityof their favorite discipline, it seems to me that not a few talented
younger workers will want to take up the study all three authorsare so eager to
promote as one desirable line of inquiry, among several others, as something
they can warm up to for a few years, but not as the principallifetime component
of a full spectrum of commitments. The scope of urban dialectology is, upon
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reflection, scarcely wide enough to keep trulybrilliantscholarsexcited, for many
years in succession, with it as their dominantor exclusive focus of intellectual
curiosity.
NOTES
i.
Of course, the authorhas simply chimed in with a widespreadfashion, which, ridingthe current
ephemeralappeal of what is novel, sensational, revolutionaryin social sciences, tends to disparage
researchquietly conducted in a less flamboyantkey, too valuableto be so rashlydiscarded.Personally, I happento regardthis tendency as very damaging, not least - throughits boomerangingeffect
- for those who succumb to this temptation.
2.
That Petyt is an accomplished stylist is, of course, all to the good; but he seems to be
occasionally carriedaway by his literarytalent, presumablyacquiredor, at least, sharpenedto a fine
point while he was engaged in literaryresearchbearingon the Brontesisters. He mightbe at his best
not in making acid remarks(passim) on historicalcuriosity, etymological bent, atomism, and other
forms of assumed bric-i-brac to whose appeal his generationapparentlyno longer can warmup, but
in attractingesthetically and intellectually sensitive laymen into the fold of linguistics.
There existed, assuredly until circa twelve years ago and possibly longer, a multinational
3.
project of studying the colloquial Spanish of the educated class(es) in a few metropolitanareas,
including Buenos Aires, Mexico City, Madrid, and possibly one or two more megalopoles. The
person in chargeof the Portenioprongof thatprojectwas Ana MariaBarrenechea,who conductedthe
work with several assistants. A few specimensof the researchbased on the materialthuscollected are
available (e.g., 1970-71; fn. I contains a few additionaldetails).
See the concluding pages of this review articlefor a referenceto A. M. Barrenechea'sworkon
4.
Buenos Aires speech. The Bahia Blanca expert over the last fifteen years or so has been M. B.
Fontanellade Weinberg.
One can draw a clear line between Spanish-Americansociolinguists and dialectologists who
S.
have gone, through attendance of graduate schools or heavy and systematic reading programs,
throughNorthAmericantraining(H. J. Cedergren,B. Lavandera,M. B. Fontanellade Weinberg,C.
Silva-Corvalan) and those who represent an older style of data gathering and interpretation(L.
Fl6rez, a pillar of Bogota's InstitutoCaro y Cuervo trainedby T. Navarroat Columbia;and B. E.
Vidal de Battini, a native of the Entre Rios province, Argentina, and a former student of A.
Rosenblat); for details see References, below. The gradually emerging predominanceof a sociolinguistic bias can be gauged by a quick look at the transactionsof CaribbeanConferences
organized by H. L6pez-Morales.
6.
What all three authorsdoubtless know about but have chosen not to make crystal-clearto their
prospective readers is the degree of cohesion among (a) ruraldialectology; (b) lexical reflexes of
primitive materialcivilization (Worter und Sachen); and (c) folklore, folk belief, and mythology,
intersectingin turnthe domain of children's language. These connectionsunderliethe idea and scope
of an Instituteof Dialect and Folk Life Studies, such as it spranginto existence at Leeds Universitypresumablya brainchildof Orton's - a researchcenter as carefully shielded from inspectionin both
books under review as is Louvain's Centrede Dialectologie and its influentialjournalOrbis. As is
well known, Schuchardttoyed with the idea of organizinga miniaturemuseumat his home in Graz
(at presentknown underthe name of Villa Malvina) in supportof his etymologically flavoreddialect
studies. Chambersand Trudgill speak, in an uncharacteristicallydeferentialif not derisive tone, of
"linguistic archaeology," perhaps oblivious of the tremendous visual and intellectual appeal of
archaeologyto lay minds, those of television viewers included. True, the study of ethnographylends
itself easily to politicization, as became apparentunderthe ThirdReich, so thatthe links pointedout
here, admittedly, have their share of potential risks or drawbacks.
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